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[1]

Samuel Bosseur - Winner of the Urban Art Revelation 2021

[1]

The Urban Art Revelation ADAGP / Palais de Tokyo 2021 was awarded to Samuel Bosseur, for his work
which develops a committed and complete work.
See news [1]
20/12/21

[2]

HERVÉ DI ROSA - NEW PRESIDENT OF THE ADAGP

[2]

Elected on December 16 by the Board of Directors, Hervé Di Rosa succeeds Christian Jaccard as
President of the ADAGP.
See news [2]
08/12/21

[3]

The winners of the Connexion Grant 2021

[3]

The personal exhibition of Marine Hugonnier carried by the Jeu de Paume, and the exhibition "Enrique

Ramírez, Migratory Gardens" carried by the National School of Photography, will beneﬁt from the
support of the Connection 2021 Grant for their itinerancy, respectively in Spain and Argentina.
See news [3]
02/12/21

[4]

Premices Closing December 27, 2021 - January 2, 2022

[4]

See news [4]
02/12/21

[5]

2021 Strada Collectivities Grant : the winners

[5]

In 2021, ADAGP launched a new grant for local authorities wishing to place an order with an artist or a
collective of urban art artists for the production of a creative work.
See news [5]
09/11/21

[6]

Rebecca Topakian et Araks Sahakyan, winners of the 2021
Transverse Grant [6]
In order to contribute to the emergence of works between diﬀerent disciplines and to foster creative
dialogue between artists, ADAGP and Freelens have joined forces to create the Transverse Exchange.
See news [6]

25/10/21

[7]

ALEXIS FOINY - 2021 Design Revelation

[7]

In partnership with the Ecole des Arts Décoratifs de Paris, ADAGP awarded the 2021 Design
Revelation to Alexis Foiny for "As long as the ﬂowers will still exist".
See news [7]
22/10/21

[8]

MARINE PEIXOTO - 2021 Photography Revelation

[8]

The Photography Revelation - LE BAL / ADAGP Young Creation Prize is intended for photographers and
videographers under the age of 40. He will accompany the winner for two years in the realization of
her creation project.
See news [8]
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